DXV 2016 Design Panel Pays Homage to Palm Springs

Marrying timeless products from DXV with equally stunning design choices and accessories, DXV 2016 Design Panelists Beth Dotolo and Carolina V. Gentry of Pulp Design Studios celebrate the distinctive styling and evocative design era represented by the iconic city of Palm Springs.

Led by DXV Design Counsel Veronika Miller, CEO of Modenus, Pulp Designs, along with this year’s elite group of distinguished designers, paid homage to the architectural milestones and enduring design styles that brought fame to the renowned locations of Charleston, New York City, and Miami, in addition to Palm Springs.

The DXV Design Panel brings together award-winning interior designers with the luxury DXV product portfolio to create inspirational, one-of-a-kind spaces. The inaugural DXV Design Panel debuted in 2014, during the launch of this luxury plumbing showroom brand.

The Company created the DXV Design Panel to share inspirations generated by using the high-style DXV collections. It also encourages engagement in a dynamic two-way conversation with other professionals and interested consumers about the larger universe of opulent design.

These bath and kitchen design projects will be published in the Decade XV resource guide and on the DXV website (dxv.com).

- more -
Pulp Design Studios’ thoughtful design philosophy embodies a lifestyle, helping clients tell a story through their spaces and tailoring designs to each client’s unique needs and budget, with purpose. Pulp Design Studios is recognized for its modern and livable approach to design, which is infused with personality and a flair for the unexpected.

With its unique “Splendid Living” approach to full-service interiors, Pulp Design Studios creates spaces that elevate its clients’ daily experience and improve how they “do life” in their spaces. After all, it’s not just about a beautiful space, it’s about how you live in it. Beth Dotolo and Carolina Gentry are the cofounders and Registered Interior Designers behind the Pulp lifestyle brand, which encompasses the award-winning interior design firm Pulp Design Studios and an online shop of original designs and curated goods.

Beth and Carolina are experts in residential, commercial, and hospitality interior design, project management, and home lifestyle. As celebrated interior designers, Beth and Carolina author Pulp’s popular lifestyle blog and make industry appearances as voices on the latest trends, styles, and design strategies.

Website: PulpDesignStudios.com
“Mid-Century Resort” Palm Springs (1950 – 1990) by Beth Dotolo and Carolina V. Gentry

- Seagram Freestanding Soaking Tub with Deck
- Contemporary Floor Mount Tub Filler
- Seagram Wall Hung Dual Flush Toilet
- Pop Rectangle Vessel Lavatory
- Percy Faucets, Shower and Accessories